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The issue 

Metricised evaluation of research and teaching quality is widespread practice internationally but it is hard to 
find many parallels with the recent scale of reform within the English higher education sector: The Teaching 
Excellence Framework (TEF) launched in 2015 as the pedagogical sibling, and proposed counterweight, to 
the Research Excellence Framework. 

The performative effects of these metricised performance indicators are widely reported in the literature. 
However prevailing critiques can give undue weight to the influence of the national evaluation system and 
overlook the local organisational practices that define the particular form that the metric-driven 
accountabilities take.     

 

The study 

This mixed methods study examines academics’ perceptions of fairness of organisational accountabilities 
associated with these metrics and explores two central questions:  

 the perceived fairness of the uses of metrics at organisational level  

 the extent to which fairness evaluations differ in relation to research and teaching  

There has been considerable interest in the concept of organisational justice given its association with 
workplace commitment, employee satisfaction and organisational citizenship behaviour.  Empirical 
research over three decades has identified two components:  procedural justice (associated with system 
satisfaction) and distributive justice (associated with individual outcome satisfaction) (Andrews et al, 2015):  

 

 

Findings 

Survey data from academics in both research-intensive and teaching intensive universities indicated 
differing levels of process-control in agreeing performance targets and priorities, with more negative 
evaluations associated with teaching metrics.  Research metrics were perceived to shape individual 
priorities and targets to a greater degree than teaching metrics though there appeared to be greater scope 
for individuals to define these targets in their research in some organisational contexts. 

A cluster analysis identified four groups who varied in the degree to which they perceived procedural justice 
(fairness of organisational processes associated with metrics) and distributive justice (performance 
consequences of metrics).  In the groups where procedural justice was evaluated more positively, 
academics saw metrics being applied in ways which aligned with valued enhancement practices associated 
with teaching and research.  

 

 



 

 REF  
% 
agree/strongly 
agree 

TEF 
% 
agree/strongly 
agree 

Procedural justice   

We have a central specialist unit that monitors 
performance against metrics regularly  

57 67 

Metrics are used to define strategic targets at the 
individual level  

62 37 

There is institutional dialogue on ways metrics can be 
used responsibly 

23 34 

There is scope to define metrics at departmental level  42 41 

There is scope to define metrics at individual level 37 27 

The explanation for metrics-based targets is clearly 
communicated by senior managers  

25 28 

Distributive justice   

Performance metrics inform decisions about resource 
allocation  

61 55 

Performance metrics influence staff recruitment strategy  75 44 

Performance data in these metrics is used to rank 
departmental internally  

51 48 

Metrics are linked to career progression criteria  60 33 

Metrics influence student marketing and recruitment 
activities. 

50 71 

 
As discussed further in the article, and consistent with wider research, interview respondents emphasised 
greater concerns with procedural justice than distributive justice.  As such, these responses suggest justice 
orientations which appear to be reflective of collective rather than individual concerns 

 

So What?  

The study draws attention to those organisational practices that associated with academic perceptions of 
fairness and process control and contribute to increased alignment between organisational and individual 
goals.  

The widely observed patterns of increasingly individualised, performative accountabilities associated with 
metrics-based evaluation are broadly confirmed by this study. However, the concepts of procedural and 
distributive justice draw attention to the heterogeneity of organisational practices that can open up or close 
down possibilities for process control and insight to the conditions in which these technologies of 
measurement can be operated more democratically and inclusively. 

Further work by the authors, taking a comparative approach of English and German contexts, examines the 
nature of distributive and procedural justice evaluations in a national context where metrics-based 
evaluation is less pervasive (forthcoming). 
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